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KĀWHIA COMMUNITY BOARD 

15 FEBRUARY 2022 

Notice is hereby given that an ordinary meeting of the Kāwhia Community Board will be held via Zoom on Friday, 25 
February 2022 commencing at 1.00pm. 

Tanya Winter 
CHIEF EXECUTIVE 

21 February 2022 

ORDER OF BUSINESS: 
PRESENT 

IN ATTENDANCE 

APOLOGIES 

DECLARATION OF CONFLICTS OF INTEREST 

PUBLIC FORUM 

CONFIRMATION OF MINUTES – KĀWHIA COMMUNITY BOARD 17 DECEMBER 2021 

REPORTS 

ITEM 66 CHAIRPERSONS VERBAL REPORT 1 

ITEM 67 TRAFFIC CALMING IN MORRISON ROAD, AOTEA VILLAGE 2 

ITEM 68 KAWHIA WATER SUPPLY 

ITEM 69 ROUTINE BUILDING CONTROL ACTIVITY REPORT 

ITEM 70 ROUTINE DISTRICT LIBRARY REPORT 

BOARD MEMBER UPDATE 

ITEM 66 CHAIRPERSONS VERBAL REPORT 

Recommendation 

That the Chairperson’s verbal update be received. 

16

9

13
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ITEM 67: TRAFFIC CALMING IN MORRISON ROAD, AOTEA VILLAGE  

TO: CHAIR AND BOARD MEMBERS OF KĀWHIA COMMUNITY BOARD 

FROM: ROADING MANAGER 

DATE: 25 FEBRUARY 2022 
 

Relevant Community Outcomes 

 

Connected Ōtorohanga District 

Liveable Ōtorohanga District 

Responsible Ōtorohanga District 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this report is to adopt the recommendation by the Roading Manager to install traffic calming measures along 
Morrison Road in Aotea Village to promote safety to both residents and motorists after a request for traffic calming measures was 
received from the Aotea Ratepayers Association. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1) The Aotea Ratepayers Association raised the possibility of installing a speed hump along Morrison Road close to the Lawton 
Drive intersection. Originally the request was to have two humps installed with one in Morrison Road beyond Lawton Drive 
and one immediately into Lawton Drive. Staff advised that one hump ahead of the intersection will be more cost effective.  

RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that: 

a) The report from Andreas Senger, Roading Manager be received. 

b) The Kāwhia Community Board support the installation of a prefabricated speed hump on Morrison Road before of the 
Lawton Drive intersection to improve road safety for both residents and motorists in Aotea Village at a cost of an estimated 
$3,500.00 excluding GST from the subsidised Low Cost/Low Risk approved funding for safety improvements. 

DISCUSSION 

2) Aotea Village is a small community with a predominantly small number of permanent residents throughout the year that 
swells in numbers considerably during holiday and long weekend peak periods. There is also a large number of visitors to 
the village that are not familiar with the road network.  

3) The legal speed limit across Aotea Village is currently 50 km/h and this speed limit may change in the future through the 
Road to Zero road safety initiative and Council’s own Speed Management Plan. 

4) The driver for the installation of the traffic calming is to provide a safer interaction between pedestrians, especially children, 
and motorists in the close proximity of the playground and the end of Morrison Road. 

5) The solution is to install a prefabricated speed hump as shown in the photo, together with appropriate signage warning 
motorists of the higher risk area (children at play) to enable a lower speed limit to prevail through that area.  There is 
already an initiative to install additional signs in Aotea Village. 

6) It is proposed to use a prefabricated speed hump that, in case of issues, can be removed and reinstalled elsewhere should 
the community wish. 
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Figure 1: View from Morrison Road to the Lawton Road intersection showing indicative site of proposed speed hump 

CONSIDERATIONS 

Significance and Engagement 

7) Staff have considered the key considerations under the Significance and Engagement Policy and have assessed that the 
recommendations in this report have a low level of significance. Given the low level of significance determined no 
engagement is required, as the Aotea Ratepayers Association, representing the Aotea community, has initiated the request. 

Policy and Plans 

8) Staff confirm that the recommendations in this report complies with Council’s Policies and Plans. 

Legal 

9) Staff confirm that the recommendations in the report complies with the Council’s legal and policy requirements. 

Financial 

10) Funding is expected to come from the subsidised Low Cost Low Risk Safety Improvement Account. Estimated costs are in 
the order of $3,500.00 including installation, TMP and signs. 

Risks 

11) There is a risk around speed along Morrison Road and controlling the speed will reduce the risk of potential accidents and 
conflicts. The current legal speed limit is 50 km/h in Aotea Village.  

12) Traffic calming is an acceptable and cost effective method of reducing speed in high-risk areas that has been effectively 
employed throughout New Zealand. It provides assurance to both drivers and other road users that they can negotiate the 
area with relative safety with an acceptable level of risk. It is not possible to completely eliminate the risk of conflict 
between vehicles and other road users where these share a common space, but it is proven that a lower speed limit results 
in less harm should an accident occur.  
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OPTIONS ANALYSIS 

Option one: To support the installation of a prefabricated speed hump on Morrison Road before the Lawton Drive 
intersection 

13) This option is supported by the Aotea Ratepayers Association, as they initiated the request, and is in alignment with their 
request. 

Option two: To request staff investigate alternative safety improvement options 

14) It is unlikely any other safety improvements would be appropriate in the location. 

Option three: To not support the proposed safety improvements and retain the status quo 

15) This option would not address the safety concerns in the vicinity of the playground. 

PREFERRED OPTION 

16) The preferred option is Option 1 to install a prefabricated speed hump on Morrison Road to control speeds and reduce the 
risk to pedestrians, especially children, and motorists in close proximity of the playground and the end of Morrison Road. 

 
 
 
 
Andreas Senger 
MANAGER ROADING 
 
 
Appendix 1: Email chain from the Aotea Ratepayers Association requesting assistance for safer speed areas 
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From: Geoff Good
Sent: Saturday, 19 February 2022 9:42 am
To: Andreas Senger
Subject: Communication to the ARS Membership re Proposed Traffic Calming Measures

From: John Sabini 
Sent: Tuesday, 25 January 2022 12:14 PM 
Subject: Communication to the ARS Membership re Proposed Traffic Calming Measures 

Kia Ora Members, 

Following real concerns recently expressed relating to an increase in traffic and the speed of traffic in the 
village, and the inevitability of an accident occurring, OTODC has been approached to ascertain what 
traffic calming measures may be available. 

The council was very forthcoming and recognised the significant safety risk in the village if no action is 
taken; and have proposed the following: 

At the entrance to the village. 
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At the Junction of Morrison & Ash, Morrison & Lawton, Cooper & Ash , Cooper & Lawton and half way 
along Ash and Lawton. 

Furthermore, council advised that whilst signage is effective to a degree, a low‐rise physical traffic 
impediment is significantly more effective and propose one such structure. 

Morrison & Lawton Junction 

Nga mihi, 

The ARS Committee. 
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From: Geoff Good
To: Andreas Senger
Subject: Traffic Calming Response/feedback from Aotea ratepayers
Date: Saturday, 19 February 2022 9:44:37 am

Hi Andreas,
Pretty comprehensive email trail !
Let me know if you need anything else.
Cheers 
Geoff

Get Outlook for iOS

From: Geoff Good <geoffgood1577@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, February 19, 2022 9:13 AM
To: Geoff Good
Subject: Traffic Calming Response

---------- Forwarded message ---------
From: Aotea Inc <aotearatepayers@gmail.com>
Date: Thu, 10 Feb 2022 at 9:03 AM
Subject: Fwd: Traffic Calming Response
To: 

Kia Ora Members,

Further to the 1st February email re the above, only positive feedback on the proposal
has been received.

Detailed below is a summary of feedback and responses:

Concern that drivers would use the berm to avoid the speed bump.

A sign will be erected along side the bump to prevent this.

The speed bump should be placed at the village entrance.

It's been placed past the entrance to the forestry to avoid it being trashed by
logging trucks.

A call for more speed bumps throughout the village:
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As positioned at the recent ARS meeting, this is hoped to be avoided in order
to minimise the impact upon the residents. However, that said, if the steps
being proposed are not effective then this maybe the only next option.

Set in place an enforceable 30 KPH speed zone for the village.

A change in speed limits would form part of any future region wide review
conducted by the ODC.

So, taking all this into consideration, the ARS Committee will contact Council and

implement the measures set out in the 1st February email. The effectiveness of these
measures will be monitored, and if further action is required the ARS membership will be
consulted in due course.

Nga mihi,

The ARS Committee.
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ITEM 68: KĀWHIA WATER SUPPLY  

TO: CHAIR AND BOARD MEMBERS OF KĀWHIA COMMUNITY BOARD 

FROM: GROUP MANAGER ENGINEERING AND ASSETS 

DATE: 25 FEBRUARY 2022 
 

Relevant Community Outcomes 

 

Sustainable Ōtorohanga District 

Liveable Ōtorohanga District 

Responsible Ōtorohanga District 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this report is to provide a record of the water restrictions in Kāwhia over the Christmas period of 2021/22 and the 
reasons for the decision to import water into Kāwhia Township. There is no decision to be made from this report. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1) Formal water restrictions were imposed in the Kāwhia Township for the 2021/22 Christmas period because of the 
emergency restrictions which had to be put in place during the 2020/21 Christmas period.  It was envisaged that having 
early restrictions in place would create a response from the community to be more water conscious with their use of water 
throughout the holiday period and prevent the community from having water supply issues again.  

2) Level 2 water restrictions were implemented on 27 December as the demand started to increase.  With continued demand, 
Level 3 restrictions was implemented on 31 December and due to continuing high demand level 4 restrictions were brought 
in on 3 January.   

3) On 3 January with only 15%, (180m3) available storage remaining in the reservoirs a decision was made to take water from 
the Ōtorohanga treatment plant to Kāwhia to maintain a functioning water supply for the Kāwhia community and get 
through the tail end of the holiday period. 

4) 12 truckloads of water were taken to Kāwhia with a total volume of 160m3 of water. Without the additional water, there 
is no doubt the reservoirs would have completely emptied and this would have been a significant risk to the health and 
wellbeing of the community.   

RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that: 

a) The report from the Group Manager Engineering and Assets be received. 

BACKGROUND 

5) The Kāwhia drinking water supply is an urban community supply in a coastal rural area providing water to an urban resident 
population of 390 people with approximately 300 water connections.  The water is sourced from a spring before it is treated 
with a conventional process, chlorinated, stored and distributed to the end users Kāwhia. 

6) There are two surface springs, which are adjacent to the water treatment plant on Tahuri St, Kāwhia.  They are referred to 
as the North Spring and the South Spring.  The water is considered a surface water take under the National Drinking Water 
Standards and Council are required to meet both bacterial and protozoa compliance.   
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7) In addition to the springs there is a disused shallow bore, deregistered in 2015, at the plant and an additional spring source 
at the Kāwhia Nursery, which is used during periods of heavy demand.  The treatment plant and treatment processes have 
remained relatively unchanged since the plant was built in the 1970’s. 

8) Council has Resource Consent to take 600m3 of water per day between 20 December and 10 January annually, and for the 
remainder of the year can only take 450m3 per day.   

9) On average over a 12-month period the Kāwhia Treatment Plant takes 330m3 of raw water from the springs and supplies 
290m3 of treated water to the community per day.  The difference between raw water and treated water is either surplus 
water, which is returned to storm water, or water used in the treatment process, such as backwashes. 

10) Kāwhia has 1200m3 of water storage on the hill behind the plant and 100m3 of water storage at the plant.  In total Kāwhia 
has 1300m3 of water storage available to the community. This is 4 days storage in normal operating conditions. 

11) Kāwhia reported in the 2021 Annual Report unaccounted water loss of 40%.  This loss is calculated by recording the 
minimum night flow by taking an average of the water pumped into the reservoirs between 1am and 3am over 90 days.  A 
small volume of water is subtracted for moderate night time use 2.5 litres/connection. This is an indicator to Council of 
what possible loss of water is in the network from water leaks.  However, it does not differentiate between loss in the 
network and loss within private reticulation.   

12) This level of water loss is well above acceptable levels of between 15 -20 %.  The springs produce approximately 13m3 of 
water an hour (with an additional 2m3/h from the nursey) and when 40% of that water is unaccounted for, that is effectively 
losing 5m3 of water an hour somewhere, either in the network or in private reticulation.   

13) Kāwhia has approximately 13km of water reticulation and Council responds to any reported leaks, but what we cannot 
quantify are the background leaks, the small leaks that are not evident, and with Kāwhia having approximately 300 
unmetered water connections we cannot disregard the possibility that there is water loss within private properties that is 
going undetected. 

14) Any undetected leaking pipe can have a substantial effect on the Kāwhia water supply.  An example of this was over the 
Christmas period where our minimum night flows were ranging between 4-5m3 of water an hour.  A pipe was damaged on 
the wharf and when it was repaired our minimum night flows dropped back to between 2-3m3 an hour. At the time of 
writing this report, the minimum night flow for Kāwhia was 2.6m3 per hour overnight, which is a 20% water loss. This is 
within the acceptable range. This shows that with a limited supply of water that the smallest of water leaks can have a 
dramatic effect on water losses for Kāwhia.  

15) Council staff have been working on solutions with the Kāwhia water supply and have looked at what can be done to build 
resilience into the water supply focussing initially on water losses within the network.  Leak detection devices have been 
used in the past without much success so the focus has been on more around the management of the supply.  Below is a 
list of the measures implemented or pending.   

a) Increased water metering at the plant to measure the water through the plant more accurately 

b) Pressure management within the network to reduce background leaks.  Kāwhia has a pressure in excess of 700 Kpa 
(100 PSI) in parts of the network, by lowering the water pressure it reduces background leaks 

c) Smarter technology within the plant to optimise the run times of the plant 

d) Pending installation of a new Greensand Filter to improve plant treatment processes 

e) Pending installation of water meters on individual properties to measure water usage within private property, and 
detect private water leaks. 

All these measure will help address the water losses and help with efficiency of supply. 
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16) The Kāwhia Treatment Plant can comfortably treat 20m3/h of water but is limited as to what is coming from the springs, 
normally 13m3/h.  The table below shows the last 4 years of supply from the springs and the trending decline over that 
period, more so in the south spring than the north spring.  It is unknown why the springs flow is depleting as regular 
maintenance is carried out on the springs. 

 

CHRISTMAS WATER SHORTAGE 

17) During the Christmas period and other long public holidays Kāwhia has an increase in population, which is difficult to 
calculate, but anecdotally an extra 2,000 people will converge on Kāwhia for the holidays.  Under normal circumstances 
the storage capacity caters for the shorter holidays or long weekends, as it is a small spike of 1 to 2 days.  However, the 
Christmas period extends for a longer period of 8-10 days and the extra storage capacity coupled with the extra demand 
depletes supplies more rapidly and cannot recover. 

18) The graph below shows the change in supply versus demand over the 2021/22 Christmas period. 

 

19) This table shows the period from 20 December 2021 to 10 January 2022, the blue line is the total of the available spring 
water (raw water) to the plant, the yellow line is the treated water leaving the reservoirs.  The demand steadily increases 
from 22 December and on the 26th demand outweighs supply and remains that way until 4 January.  
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20) This year after consultation with the Kāwhia Community Board, water restrictions were put in place before Christmas and 
a move to Level 2 water restrictions was implemented on 27 December as the demand started to increase.  With continued 
demand, Level 3 was brought in on 31 December and with still high demand level 4 restrictions were brought in on 3 
January.   

21) The normal demand for water from the Kāwhia community is 11-14 m3/h between 8am and 8pm and then demand drops 
off to let the reservoirs recover overnight for the next day.  Over the Christmas period of 25 December to 4 January this 
year the demand increased to between 20 -25 m3/h over the same time, with peaks at 36m3/h.  This level of demand 
drains the available storage in the reservoirs and they do not recover overnight.  

22) On 3 January with only 15%, (180m3) available storage remaining in the reservoirs a decision was made to take water from 
the Ōtorohanga treatment plant to Kāwhia to maintain a functioning water supply for the Kāwhia community and get 
through the tail end of the holiday period. 

23) 12 truckloads of water were taken to Kāwhia with a total volume of 160m3 of water.  The cost of the cartage of the water 
was $7652.17 funded from Council’s operational budget.  This additional water was trickle fed into the plant to supplement 
the existing raw water and enabled the plant to meet the extra demand and put additional water into the reservoirs.   

24) Two carriers were used, Waipā Water and Allens United (Waikato), both of which provided an excellent service to council 
at very short notice. 

25) Without the additional water, there is no doubt the reservoirs would have completely emptied and this would have been 
a significant risk to the health and wellbeing to the community.   

DISCUSSION 

26) It is difficult to determine if the water restrictions in Kāwhia were successful or not, but the demand this year was similar 
to the volumes experienced last year.   

27) Staff have prepared several options to meet the shortfall in supply for discussion, with no decision needed.  

a) Locate an additional water source.  This will require locating an available supply, obtaining resource consent and 
considerable capital outlay. 

b) Increase storage capacity to cater for the 10 day period - this will require a location and considerable capital outlay.  
Ōtorohanga Township has recently built a 500m3 reservoir at a cost of $300,000 with an additional $30,000 for 
pipework.  There are also complexities with water turnover with such a large volume of stored water. 

c) Maintain the water restrictions, encourage the community to have their own additional water storage for the 
holiday periods and be prepared to bring additional water in when needed.  Although this is not ideal, it is still an 
option to overcome a peak demand.  

SUMMARY  

28) Although there are measures being put in place to manage the losses of water within the Kāwhia Reticulation, the water 
shortages experienced over the Christmas period are predominantly caused by the increased population and subsequent 
demand for water over a short period time.   

 
 
 
 

Mark Lewis 
GROUP MANAGER ENGINEERING AND ASSETS 
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ITEM 69: 

TO: 

ROUTINE BUILDING CONTROL ACTIVITY REPORT 

CHAIR AND BOARD MEMBERS OF KĀWHIA COMMUNITY BOARD 

FROM: BUILDING CONTROL MANAGER 

DATE: 25 FEBRUARY 2022 

Relevant Community Outcomes 

Resilient Ōtorohanga 

Liveable Ōtorohanga 

Responsible Ōtorohanga 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this report is to provide an update on building control covering the period from 1 October to 31 December 2021 
(last quarter of 2021). 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Work is progressing steadily on a number of key projects with statistics indicating no change to the number of building consents 
issued despite COVID restrictions.  Building consent authority (BCA) accreditation has been re-approved and staff capability to 
undertake Regulation 18 inspections is increasing. 

STAFF RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that the Building Control activity report for the last quarter of 2021 be received. 

STAFF UPDATE 

Waikeria Prison 

1) The work programme continues but has slowed to some degree over the three months leading into Christmas. We may be
seeing the longer-term effects of COVID and the delays caused in the building materials supply chain. Certainly there is a
significant difficulty in obtaining building materials and particularly on a large scale as this project demands. We have been
carrying out a mix of on-site and remote inspections which has been meeting the contractor’s requirements.

2) As in the report for our previous quarter the buildings are very much into the internal lining and starting of the fit-out stages
of the work programmes. We are concurrently progressing to close out the earlier stages of work (foundations and structural)
and issue the code compliance certificates for these parts of the buildings.

Kāwhia Hotel 

3) The building has progressed to near completion and we will be dealing with the sign-off and code compliance certificate in
early 2022.

Bovine Treatment Factory 

4) The new specialist bovine treatment factory building is preparing to start operations in 2022. There are some strengthening
repairs in process and once complete we will be carrying out final inspections and preparing to issue the code compliance
certificate.
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Building Consent Authority Re-Accreditation  

5) The 2-yearly technical audit for our BCA Quality Systems Manual (QSM) occurred in August 2021. The audit this year was again 
a test of the Quality Systems Manual and we were assessed against quite rigid regulations. In November we received 
confirmation that all GNCs had been cleared and our accreditation had been approved. Our full re-accreditation certificate 
will follow. This will stand for the next two years when we will again be assessed by IANZ.  

COVID 19 Update 

6) COVID's effect on the Unit has been reasonably minimal and we have been able to carry on with all of our functions including 
processing building consents and inspecting buildings. Although we miss the face-to-face interaction we are now experienced 
at working remotely from our home offices and the inspectors have been actively inspecting except for a few periods of time.  

Qualifications 

7) Two of our Senior Building Control Officers (Senior BCOs) are continuing to work towards completing the Diploma in Building 
Control Surveying in order to meet Regulation 18 requirements of the Building Control Authority Regulations. Every Building 
Control Officer must have, or be studying for a recognised qualification in order to comply with the Regulation and our three 
Senior BCOs are at various stages of attaining this qualification. At the end of 2021 Andy Booth has completed his Year 2 
course work successfully and will graduate in early 2022. Dennis Hutt will begin his Year 2 course work in February 2022 and 
Johan Metz will begin his Year 1 course work in February 2022. 

Building Statistics 
 

Type of Work 2020 (Oct-Dec) 2021 (Oct-Dec) Difference + or - 

Total inspections completed 412 301 -111 

Total consent applications issued 57 58 +1 

8) Statistics all point towards a vibrant construction sector where the industry is continuing to construct large numbers of 
buildings with numbers continuing to increase every year. The difference in inspections between the same period of time 12 
months ago is explained by the effect of COVID restrictions and the phasing of construction work where buildings may be 
constructed at any point in time. Consent numbers for the period and the type of consents granted show a continuation of 
the good numbers and types of buildings as were approved last year.  

 
 
 
 
Phil Saunders 
BUILDING CONTROL MANAGER 
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ITEM 70: 

TO: 

FROM: 

DATE: 

ROUTINE DISTRICT LIBRARY REPORT 

CHAIR AND BOARD MEMBERS OF KĀWHIA COMMUNITY BOARD 

LIBRARY MANAGER 

25 FEBRUARY 2022 

Relevant Community Outcomes 

Engaged Ōtorohanga   

Resilient Ōtorohanga 

Responsible Ōtorohanga 

Welcoming Ōtorohanga 

PURPOSE 

The purpose of this report is to provide the Council with a quarterly update on the activities of the Ōtorohanga District Libraries 
for the period October 2021 to January 2022. 

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

1) During the COVID restrictions a Click and Courier service allowed families to receive books, including people who were at risk, and 
feedback indicates this service was gratefully received by the community.

2) Some planned library activities were impacted however both the establishment of an adult reading programme and a library blog 
are underway.

RECOMMENDATION 

It is recommended that the Library Manager’s quarterly report be received. 

LIBRARY OPERATIONS 

Covid-19 Lockdown(s) 

1) Library services reopened after the first lockdown on 8 September.  In order to add a level of resilience to the service, team members 
at Ōtorohanga were split into two “bubbles” of two staff each.  This would allow services to continue if a member of one bubble 
became sick, which would require other bubble mates to isolate until a negative test.

2) Library Services were closed again on 8 October until the 21 November.  During this period, we launched a complimentary Click and
Courier service.  This allowed members to place holds on books from home, or ring and request a pack of books selected by the
Library team.  Team Member, Alix Whiteman would go to the library daily to select the items, issue and bag them up and contact 
our local courier for collection.  During October and November, 1,881 items were sent to Ōtorohanga members and 68 to Kāwhia 
members.  This allowed some limited services to be continued during the lockdown.  Anecdotal feedback from members showed
people were very grateful to be able to access books for their families. 

3) Upon reopening on 22 November, this service continued to be offered for those people who were hesitant to go out with active 
cases in the community.  Kāwhia continued to be closed, with Click and Courier available until the week before Christmas due to 
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active cases in the community.  Ōtorohanga opened with reduced services with only one Bubble actively working in the library and 
the other working from home in readiness to take over the in-house services if the other team was required to isolate.   

4) Much of our planned work has been impacted by the lockdowns, and subsequent staffing ‘bubble’ model implementation.  Where 
possible, the planning for these projects has continued to ensure once we are in a position to implement them we can do this quickly.

Library Programmes 

5) A collaborative Summer Children’s programme was designed by library staff from Ōtorohanga and Waitomo libraries.  In mid-
December Ruapehu Libraries joined with us for to deliver the programme. 

6) There were some challenges in designing the programme with team members in lockdown, however it was achieved.  The 
programme was designed to run either as an at home programme, or with library visits.

7) Families were slow to come back to the library when we reopened, and before Christmas, we only had twelve children signed up.
By the end of the programme, 42 children had registered and 19 of these completed 28 entries.

8) Due to the generosity of the Kiwi Leisure Park, we were able to put together six prize packs for participants who completed the 
programme.  These are being drawn the week 8-11 February.

9) Our Storytime sessions went online over lockdown, and continued until the end of the school term.  Our Facebook statistics show 
that visits to the library page were 937 (up 45.3%) to the end of January.  The same period last year saw 585 visits.

10) We are putting together protocols for how in-house library programmes will run under the COVID Protection Framework.  Initially 
we had hoped to have in-house programmes up and running immediately in the New Year, however with Omicron in the country, 
we will look to relaunch our in-house programmes once this wave is under control.

Inventory / RFID 

11) As part of the preparation for RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), an inventory of Ōtorohanga and Kāwhia libraries is being 
completed.  Kāwhia has had all their bookstock identified.  Work on the Ōtorohanga site is ongoing. Both sites have had all collections 
weeded in preparations for the tagging.

12) The RFID project will start early February.  It should take 4 to 6 weeks to tag all the items before the system is ready to launch.  This 
will be a time intensive project, however the gains of efficiency once the system has been launched will be worth it in the long term.

Mobile Shelving 

13) We are waiting for a delivery date for the shelving.  This project has been delayed due to lockdown.  Once a date has been received 
a plan for the implementation will be made.

Forward Planning 

• Establish an Adult Reading Programme - underway

• Increase outreach to our rural communities – on hold due to COVID restrictions

• Introduce STEM/STEAM programme in collaboration with Waitomo District Library – preparation underway

• Establish a library Blog for Reader Advisory and promotion of services - underway

• Library System training to staff and volunteers at Kāwhia Library – training notes and manuals completed. Awaiting lower
COVID restrictions to implement.
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USAGE STATISTICS 

Ōtorohanga Library (1 Jul 2021 to 31 Jan 2022) 
 

 2021/22 2020/21 

In person visits 6,910 14,079 

Materials Issued 12,682 21,011 

eBook & eAudio downloads 1,383 813 

Computer Sessions (APNK) 784 2,020 

Wifi Sessions 6,046 7,093 

New Members 73 99 

Kāwhia Library (1 Jul 2021 to 31 Jan 2022) 
 

 2020/21 2019/20 

Materials Issued 498 1,046 

Computer Sessions (APNK) 3 13 

Wifi Sessions 6,580 7,093 

New Members 7 12 
 
 
 
 
Heather Taylor 
LIBRARY MANAGER 
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	Kawhia Community Board report - Traffic Calming in Morrison Road Aotea Village.pdf
	ITEM 67 traffic calming in morrison road, aotea village
	TO: chair and board members of kāwhia community board
	FROM: roading manager
	DATE: 25 February 2022
	Purpose
	Executive Summary
	Recommendation
	Discussion
	Considerations
	Significance and Engagement
	Policy and Plans
	Legal
	Financial
	Risks

	Options analysis
	Option one: To support the installation of a prefabricated speed hump on Morrison Road before the Lawrence Drive intersection
	Option two: To request staff investigate alternative safety improvement options
	Option three: To not support the proposed safety improvements and retain the status quo

	Preferred option


	Kawhia Community Board report - Kawhia Water Supply.pdf
	ITEM 68 Kāwhia water supply
	TO: chair and board members of kāwhia community board
	FROM: group manager engineering and assets
	DATE: 25 February 2022
	Purpose
	Executive Summary

	1) Formal water restrictions were imposed in the Kāwhia Township for the 2021/22 Christmas period because of the emergency restrictions which had to be put in place during the 2020/21 Christmas period.  It was envisaged that having early restrictions ...
	2) Level 2 water restrictions were implemented on 27 December as the demand started to increase.  With continued demand, Level 3 restrictions was implemented on 31 December and due to continuing high demand level 4 restrictions were brought in on 3 Ja...
	3) On 3 January with only 15%, (180m3) available storage remaining in the reservoirs a decision was made to take water from the Ōtorohanga treatment plant to Kāwhia to maintain a functioning water supply for the Kāwhia community and get through the ta...
	4) 12 truckloads of water were taken to Kāwhia with a total volume of 160m3 of water. Without the additional water, there is no doubt the reservoirs would have completely emptied and this would have been a significant risk to the health and wellbeing ...
	Recommendation
	BACKGROUND

	5) The Kāwhia drinking water supply is an urban community supply in a coastal rural area providing water to an urban resident population of 390 people with approximately 300 water connections.  The water is sourced from a spring before it is treated w...
	6) There are two surface springs, which are adjacent to the water treatment plant on Tahuri St, Kāwhia.  They are referred to as the North Spring and the South Spring.  The water is considered a surface water take under the National Drinking Water Sta...
	7) In addition to the springs there is a disused shallow bore, deregistered in 2015, at the plant and an additional spring source at the Kāwhia Nursery, which is used during periods of heavy demand.  The treatment plant and treatment processes have re...
	8) Council has Resource Consent to take 600m3 of water per day between 20 December and 10 January annually, and for the remainder of the year can only take 450m3 per day.
	9) On average over a 12-month period the Kāwhia Treatment Plant takes 330m3 of raw water from the springs and supplies 290m3 of treated water to the community per day.  The difference between raw water and treated water is either surplus water, which ...
	11) Kāwhia reported in the 2021 Annual Report unaccounted water loss of 40%.  This loss is calculated by recording the minimum night flow by taking an average of the water pumped into the reservoirs between 1am and 3am over 90 days.  A small volume of...
	12) This level of water loss is well above acceptable levels of between 15 -20 %.  The springs produce approximately 13m3 of water an hour (with an additional 2m3/h from the nursey) and when 40% of that water is unaccounted for, that is effectively lo...
	13) Kāwhia has approximately 13km of water reticulation and Council responds to any reported leaks, but what we cannot quantify are the background leaks, the small leaks that are not evident, and with Kāwhia having approximately 300 unmetered water co...
	14) Any undetected leaking pipe can have a substantial effect on the Kāwhia water supply.  An example of this was over the Christmas period where our minimum night flows were ranging between 4-5m3 of water an hour.  A pipe was damaged on the wharf and...
	15) Council staff have been working on solutions with the Kāwhia water supply and have looked at what can be done to build resilience into the water supply focussing initially on water losses within the network.  Leak detection devices have been used ...
	All these measure will help address the water losses and help with efficiency of supply.
	16) The Kāwhia Treatment Plant can comfortably treat 20m3/h of water but is limited as to what is coming from the springs, normally 13m3/h.  The table below shows the last 4 years of supply from the springs and the trending decline over that period, m...
	17) During the Christmas period and other long public holidays Kāwhia has an increase in population, which is difficult to calculate, but anecdotally an extra 2,000 people will converge on Kāwhia for the holidays.  Under normal circumstances the stora...
	18) The graph below shows the change in supply versus demand over the 2021/22 Christmas period.
	19) This table shows the period from 20 December 2021 to 10 January 2022, the blue line is the total of the available spring water (raw water) to the plant, the yellow line is the treated water leaving the reservoirs.  The demand steadily increases fr...
	20) This year after consultation with the Kāwhia Community Board, water restrictions were put in place before Christmas and a move to Level 2 water restrictions was implemented on 27 December as the demand started to increase.  With continued demand, ...
	21) The normal demand for water from the Kāwhia community is 11-14 m3/h between 8am and 8pm and then demand drops off to let the reservoirs recover overnight for the next day.  Over the Christmas period of 25 December to 4 January this year the demand...
	22) On 3 January with only 15%, (180m3) available storage remaining in the reservoirs a decision was made to take water from the Ōtorohanga treatment plant to Kāwhia to maintain a functioning water supply for the Kāwhia community and get through the t...
	23) 12 truckloads of water were taken to Kāwhia with a total volume of 160m3 of water.  The cost of the cartage of the water was $7652.17 funded from Council’s operational budget.  This additional water was trickle fed into the plant to supplement the...
	24) Two carriers were used, Waipā Water and Allens United (Waikato), both of which provided an excellent service to council at very short notice.
	25) Without the additional water, there is no doubt the reservoirs would have completely emptied and this would have been a significant risk to the health and wellbeing to the community.
	26) It is difficult to determine if the water restrictions in Kāwhia were successful or not, but the demand this year was similar to the volumes experienced last year.
	27) Staff have prepare several options to meet the shortfall in supply for discussion, with no decision needed.
	28) Although there are measures being put in place to manage the losses of water within the Kāwhia Reticulation, the water shortages experienced over the Christmas period are predominantly caused by the increased population and subsequent demand for w...
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	item 69 Building Control Activity Report October to December 2021
	TO: chair and board members of kāwhia community board
	From: Building Control Manager
	Date: 25 FEBRUARY 2022
	Purpose
	Executive Summary
	Staff Recommendation
	Staff update
	Waikeria Prison
	Kāwhia Hotel
	Bovine Treatment Factory
	Building Consent Authority Re-Accreditation
	COVID 19 Update
	Qualifications
	Building Statistics



	District Library report.pdf
	ITEM 70: District Library Report
	TO: chair and board members of kāwhia community board
	FROM: Library Manager
	DATE: 25 February 2022
	Purpose
	Executive Summary
	1) During the COVID restrictions a Click and Courier service allowed families to receive books, including people who were at risk, and feedback indicates this service was gratefully received by the community.
	2) Some planned library activities were impacted however both the establishment of an adult reading programme and a library blog are underway.

	Recommendation
	It is recommended that the Library Manager’s quarterly report be received.

	Library Operations
	Covid-19 Lockdown(s)
	1) Library services reopened after the first lockdown on 8 September.  In order to add a level of resilience to the service, team members at Ōtorohanga were split into two “bubbles” of two staff each.  This would allow services to continue if a member...
	2) Library Services were closed again on 8 October until the 21 November.  During this period, we launched a complimentary Click and Courier service.  This allowed members to place holds on books from home, or ring and request a pack of books selected...
	3) Upon reopening on 22 November, this service continued to be offered for those people who were hesitant to go out with active cases in the community.  Kāwhia continued to be closed, with Click and Courier available until the week before Christmas du...
	4) Much of our planned work has been impacted by the lockdowns, and subsequent staffing ‘bubble’ model implementation.  Where possible, the planning for these projects has continued to ensure once we are in a position to implement them we can do this ...

	Library Programmes
	5) A collaborative Summer Children’s programme was designed by library staff from Ōtorohanga and Waitomo libraries.  In mid-December Ruapehu Libraries joined with us for to deliver the programme.
	6) There were some challenges in designing the programme with team members in lockdown, however it was achieved.  The programme was designed to run either as an at home programme, or with library visits.
	7) Families were slow to come back to the library when we reopened, and before Christmas, we only had twelve children signed up.  By the end of the programme, 42 children had registered and 19 of these completed 28 entries.
	8) Due to the generosity of the Kiwi Leisure Park, we were able to put together six prize packs for participants who completed the programme.  These are being drawn the week 8-11 February.
	9) Our Storytime sessions went online over lockdown, and continued until the end of the school term.  Our Facebook statistics show that visits to the library page were 937 (up 45.3%) to the end of January.  The same period last year saw 585 visits.
	10) We are putting together protocols for how in-house library programmes will run under the COVID Protection Framework.  Initially we had hoped to have in-house programmes up and running immediately in the New Year, however with Omicron in the countr...

	Inventory / RFID
	11) As part of the preparation for RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), an inventory of Ōtorohanga and Kāwhia libraries is being completed.  Kāwhia has had all their bookstock identified.  Work on the Ōtorohanga site is ongoing. Both sites have had ...
	12) The RFID project will start early February.  It should take 4 to 6 weeks to tag all the items before the system is ready to launch.  This will be a time intensive project, however the gains of efficiency once the system has been launched will be w...

	Mobile Shelving
	13) We are waiting for a delivery date for the shelving.  This project has been delayed due to lockdown.  Once a date has been received a plan for the implementation will be made.

	Forward Planning

	Usage Statistics
	Ōtorohanga Library (1 Jul 2021 to 31 Jan 2022)
	Kāwhia Library (1 Jul 2021 to 31 Jan 2022)



	Kawhia Community Board report - Kawhia Water Supply.pdf
	ITEM 68: Kāwhia water supply
	TO: chair and board members of kāwhia community board
	FROM: group manager engineering and assets
	DATE: 25 February 2022
	Purpose
	Executive Summary

	1) Formal water restrictions were imposed in the Kāwhia Township for the 2021/22 Christmas period because of the emergency restrictions which had to be put in place during the 2020/21 Christmas period.  It was envisaged that having early restrictions ...
	2) Level 2 water restrictions were implemented on 27 December as the demand started to increase.  With continued demand, Level 3 restrictions was implemented on 31 December and due to continuing high demand level 4 restrictions were brought in on 3 Ja...
	3) On 3 January with only 15%, (180m3) available storage remaining in the reservoirs a decision was made to take water from the Ōtorohanga treatment plant to Kāwhia to maintain a functioning water supply for the Kāwhia community and get through the ta...
	4) 12 truckloads of water were taken to Kāwhia with a total volume of 160m3 of water. Without the additional water, there is no doubt the reservoirs would have completely emptied and this would have been a significant risk to the health and wellbeing ...
	Recommendation
	BACKGROUND

	5) The Kāwhia drinking water supply is an urban community supply in a coastal rural area providing water to an urban resident population of 390 people with approximately 300 water connections.  The water is sourced from a spring before it is treated w...
	6) There are two surface springs, which are adjacent to the water treatment plant on Tahuri St, Kāwhia.  They are referred to as the North Spring and the South Spring.  The water is considered a surface water take under the National Drinking Water Sta...
	7) In addition to the springs there is a disused shallow bore, deregistered in 2015, at the plant and an additional spring source at the Kāwhia Nursery, which is used during periods of heavy demand.  The treatment plant and treatment processes have re...
	8) Council has Resource Consent to take 600m3 of water per day between 20 December and 10 January annually, and for the remainder of the year can only take 450m3 per day.
	9) On average over a 12-month period the Kāwhia Treatment Plant takes 330m3 of raw water from the springs and supplies 290m3 of treated water to the community per day.  The difference between raw water and treated water is either surplus water, which ...
	11) Kāwhia reported in the 2021 Annual Report unaccounted water loss of 40%.  This loss is calculated by recording the minimum night flow by taking an average of the water pumped into the reservoirs between 1am and 3am over 90 days.  A small volume of...
	12) This level of water loss is well above acceptable levels of between 15 -20 %.  The springs produce approximately 13m3 of water an hour (with an additional 2m3/h from the nursey) and when 40% of that water is unaccounted for, that is effectively lo...
	13) Kāwhia has approximately 13km of water reticulation and Council responds to any reported leaks, but what we cannot quantify are the background leaks, the small leaks that are not evident, and with Kāwhia having approximately 300 unmetered water co...
	14) Any undetected leaking pipe can have a substantial effect on the Kāwhia water supply.  An example of this was over the Christmas period where our minimum night flows were ranging between 4-5m3 of water an hour.  A pipe was damaged on the wharf and...
	15) Council staff have been working on solutions with the Kāwhia water supply and have looked at what can be done to build resilience into the water supply focussing initially on water losses within the network.  Leak detection devices have been used ...
	All these measure will help address the water losses and help with efficiency of supply.
	16) The Kāwhia Treatment Plant can comfortably treat 20m3/h of water but is limited as to what is coming from the springs, normally 13m3/h.  The table below shows the last 4 years of supply from the springs and the trending decline over that period, m...
	17) During the Christmas period and other long public holidays Kāwhia has an increase in population, which is difficult to calculate, but anecdotally an extra 2,000 people will converge on Kāwhia for the holidays.  Under normal circumstances the stora...
	18) The graph below shows the change in supply versus demand over the 2021/22 Christmas period.
	19) This table shows the period from 20 December 2021 to 10 January 2022, the blue line is the total of the available spring water (raw water) to the plant, the yellow line is the treated water leaving the reservoirs.  The demand steadily increases fr...
	20) This year after consultation with the Kāwhia Community Board, water restrictions were put in place before Christmas and a move to Level 2 water restrictions was implemented on 27 December as the demand started to increase.  With continued demand, ...
	21) The normal demand for water from the Kāwhia community is 11-14 m3/h between 8am and 8pm and then demand drops off to let the reservoirs recover overnight for the next day.  Over the Christmas period of 25 December to 4 January this year the demand...
	22) On 3 January with only 15%, (180m3) available storage remaining in the reservoirs a decision was made to take water from the Ōtorohanga treatment plant to Kāwhia to maintain a functioning water supply for the Kāwhia community and get through the t...
	23) 12 truckloads of water were taken to Kāwhia with a total volume of 160m3 of water.  The cost of the cartage of the water was $7652.17 funded from Council’s operational budget.  This additional water was trickle fed into the plant to supplement the...
	24) Two carriers were used, Waipā Water and Allens United (Waikato), both of which provided an excellent service to council at very short notice.
	25) Without the additional water, there is no doubt the reservoirs would have completely emptied and this would have been a significant risk to the health and wellbeing to the community.
	26) It is difficult to determine if the water restrictions in Kāwhia were successful or not, but the demand this year was similar to the volumes experienced last year.
	27) Staff have prepared several options to meet the shortfall in supply for discussion, with no decision needed.
	28) Although there are measures being put in place to manage the losses of water within the Kāwhia Reticulation, the water shortages experienced over the Christmas period are predominantly caused by the increased population and subsequent demand for w...
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	ITEM 67: traffic calming in morrison road, aotea village
	TO: chair and board members of kāwhia community board
	FROM: roading manager
	DATE: 25 February 2022
	Purpose
	Executive Summary
	Recommendation
	Discussion
	Considerations
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	Policy and Plans
	Legal
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	Options analysis
	Option one: To support the installation of a prefabricated speed hump on Morrison Road before the Lawton Drive intersection
	Option two: To request staff investigate alternative safety improvement options
	Option three: To not support the proposed safety improvements and retain the status quo

	Preferred option





